For a continuous flow field depicting a combined translation and expansion, there exists a natural distribution of local motion directions whose mean direction corresponds to the direction of translation. A random sampling of this distribution may introduce spatial asymmetries and thus alter the mean direction. This statistical phenomenon has a perceptual parallel: the spatial distribution of the dots becomes relevant with respect to the perceived global direction. The perceived direction of motion corresponds to the mean direction, not to the actual direction of translation.
INTRODUCTION
A coherent global motion percept can be derived from spatially integrating local motion measurements. Variations in the spatial distribution of the local motions may therefore affect the computed global signal. Consequently, an observer attempting to judge the direction of motion of a moving object by integrating information of a sparse set of dots may rnisperceive the true direction of motion due to asymmetries in the distribution of the local motion signals. Whether or not spatial asymmetries affect the perceived direction of motion is the aim of this paper.
When a translational motion is added to an expanding continuous flow field so that the focus of outflow lies outside the image boundaries, the result is a unimodal distribution of motion vectors for which the mean direction corresponds to the direction of translation. The focus of outflow--the intersection of the lines along which the retinal elements move--lies along the line representing the long axis of the mean vector (Fig. 1) . However, for sparse, discontinuous flow fields, generated with spatial randomness as the only distributional assumption, the mean direction may no longer specify the direction of translation. If the distribution of the local motion vectors is skewed, the mean vector will point in a direction which differs from the direction of the translational motion (Fig. 2) .
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to the true direction of translation, or to the direction of the mean vector?
METHODS

Observers
Five observers participated--four were naive. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. One observer (J.O.) had never participated in perceptual experiments. To accustom this observer with short duration stimuli some practice trials, in which he judged the direction of leftward and rightward moving randomdot patterns and of expanding/contracting flow fields, were given.
Displays
Random-dot patterns were presented on an Atari PTM144 display (resolution 640H x 400V, 30 pixels/ deg) hosted by an Atari TT computer. Fifty dots were randomly positioned within a 6 deg dia circular aperture. All dots were white squares of fixed size (2 x 2 pixels; luminance, 70cd/m 2) plotted on a black background. The display was viewed monocularly in a dark room from a chin rest at a distance of 57 cm. Each presentation of the motion display consisted of 10 sequential frames. Sequential frames were presented at a frame rate of 70 Hz, resulting in a display duration of 143 msec.
Dot positions in sequential frames were changed by a two-dimensional transformation function, x' = (1 + nS)xo + nT~, y' = (1 + nS)yo + nTy, where x' and y' refer to the new x-and y-coordinates of a dot, x0 and Y0 are the coordinates of a dot in the first
.'.,-~ .. frame, S is a size-scaling factor, T~ and T, refer to the amount of translation in the x-and y-axis, and n refers to the frame number. Since the scaling factor, S, was linearly increased for the calculation of a new frame and the same factor was used for the horizontal and vertical direction, a transformation without translation,
i.e. iC~ --/~ = 0, yields a radial flow pattern representing a uniform, homogeneous stretch that does not change the proportions and is similar to that of a flow pattern resulting from zooming or magnification. Although there is an overall speed gradient as function of the distance away from the focus of outflow, the speed of local dots is constant, i.e. outward moving dots do not accelerate. However, for low absolute speeds, small apertures and short durations zooming transformations and true-expansion transformation (i.e. a constant scaling factor, x' and y' would refer to frame n + 1 and are derived from positions x and y in frame n) cannot be discriminated (De Bruyn & Orban, 1993) . In the present experiment a translation was added to a pure expansion transformation. A translation combined with a pure expansion flow field displaces the focus of outflow. The new focus is located where the translation vector nulls the radial vector. Relative to the focus for the radial field, the new focus is displaced along the axis arctan(Ty/Tx) in a direction opposite the direction of translation over a distance F, where F is equal to
For the experimental displays the motion parameters were chosen so as to shift the focus of outflow outside a circular patch having a radius R of 3 deg. The focus was shifted along the horizontal axis (Ty = 0) in a direction opposite to the direction of translation by 4.47 deg (the magnitude of translation divided by the magnitude of expansion: 2/0.015 = 134 pixels or 4.47 deg). The dot pattern as a whole was moved, i.e. the distribution was not clipped by any superimposed aperture (clipping may introduce temporal variations in the statistical properties). The circular aperture was used only to limit the initial positions of the dots. The speed gradient ranged from 1.6 deg/sec at the left-hand side of the flow field, up to 6.5 deg/sec at the fight-hand side. Examples of such flow patterns are depicted in Figure 2 . The random-dot patterns appeared to flow as a whole, their directional distributions are a "natural" result of the motion parameters applied. These flow fields and the resulting percepts should be contrasted with the global motion percepts which result when several independent local motion directions are combined (Williams & Sekuler, 1984) . For the latter stimuli the local perturbations are perceptible. The mean direction of the present flow fields--i.e, the direction of the mean vector, ®--was calculated using statistics of directional data:
Depending on the distribution of motion vectors, the arithmetic mean of the local motion directions may not always be applicable (see Batschelet, 1981) .
Three types of motion displays were generated (see Fig. 2 ): (1) displays for which the true translation direction and the calculated mean direction were 0 deg; (2) displays for which the translation direction and the mean direction were 8 deg; and (3) displays for which the translation direction was 0 deg, but the mean vector pointed 8 deg upward.
Different spatial distributions yielding the required mean directions were pre-computed. Random-dot patterns and corresponding flow fields would be generated until for each of the three conditions there were 30 different dot patterns. These different patterns resulted merely from reseeding the random number generator. The generation procedure was influenced in no other way. All patterns were then subjected to visual inspection. Five patterns for which there were no obvious cluttered patches of dots were used in the experiment.
To avoid any afterimages, a motion display was followed by a backward masking stimulus. The mask consisted of a distribution of randomly selected motion directions. A different distribution was used for each presentation. The masking stimulus consisted of 100 dots plotted at random positions within a 12 deg dia circular aperture. The backward masking stimulus was presented for 214msec. However, additional testing indicated that the present results do not depend on the presence of a backward masking stimulus, nor on inverting the contrast of the display to black dots on a white background, nor on providing the observer with clear reference orientations (i.e. screen boundaries or a superimposed horizontal line).
Procedure
For each of the three conditions (see Fig. 2 ) there were five different dot patterns. For three observers, each condition was tested 50 times (10 presentations for each pattern), in random order. For the two other observers (J.O. and K.L.), which were tested last, there were 50 presentations of condition 1, 30 of condition 2 and 20 of condition 3. A warning tone and a fixation point preceded the presentation of a stimulus. The fixation point was mainly used as a cue to indicate the location of the stimulus, fixation was not required. The task of the observer was to indicate for each presentation the global direction of motion, i.e. by selecting the corresponding response key, he/she indicated whether the dot pattern moved along the horizontal axis or moved upward (forced choice with no constraints on response time). To familiarize observers with equipment, procedure and displays, each observer was presented with 10 preview trials (patterns selected in random order) prior to the recording of responses. The start of the actual experiment was indicated by a series of distinct beeps.
RESULTS
Whether or not the statistical properties of the flow fields influence the perceived global direction of motion depends on the percept reported in condition 2: the condition in which the true motion parameters and the mean vector are in conflict (Fig. 2, centre panel) . If global motion is determined by the true motion parameters, then conditions 1 and 2, having the same motion characteristics should yield a similar percept. On the other hand, if the mean vector determines the perceived global direction then conditions 2 and 3, having the same mean vector but different motion characteristics, should yield a similar percept. The percentage upward judgements for the three conditions are shown in Fig. 3 . When the translation direction and the mean direction were both 0deg, a horizontal direction of motion was perceived (average percentage upward responses was 10%), Likewise, when the translation direction and the mean direction were both 8 deg, thus depicting a truly upward moving-dot pattern, the perceived direction of motion was upward (average percentage upward responses was 94%).
However, when the translation direction was 0 deg but the mean direction was 8deg the perceived direction of motion was upward (average percentage upward responses was 95%). For the latter "conflict" condition, the observer's indicated direction of motion corresponds to the direction in which the mean vector points. The presence of dots moving close to or even along the horizontal axis does not constrain these judgements.
CONCLUSION
Merely using different random-dot patterns while keeping the motion parameters constant can yield differences in perceived direction of motion. In contrast to distributions whose true translation direction and mean direction is 0 deg, "conflict" distributions having a translation direction of 0 deg but a mean direction of 8 deg are perceived as moving upward. The perceived direction of motion corresponds to the mean direction, not to the actual direction of translation. Apparently, for the conditions tested in these experiments, the actual translation angle cannot be recovered. The variation in the mean direction for a given set of translation/expansion parameters is attributable to the spatial asymmetries of different random-dot patterns. This effect is paralleled in perception since these spatial asymmetries yield a characteristic error in the perceived direction of object motion.
How large a sample must one take so that the true direction of translation is represented given a predefined resolution? Plotting the frequency of occurrence of local motion directions present in a continuous expansion + translation flow field yields a distribution which is symmetrical around the axis of translation. The limiting minimum and maximum motion directions are +arcsin(R/F), which is the orientation of the line radiating from the displaced focus and tangent to a circular aperture having a radius R, F denotes the distance between the new focus and the centre of the aperture wherever F ~> R, i.e. the new focus lies outside the circular aperture. Thus, the frequency distribution of local motion directions will be influenced by how far the new focus is shifted relative to the focus for the radial field, and by the size of the aperture (although zooming will not change the mean direction of a given sample). Analogous to linear statistics (see Snedecor & Cochran, 1980) and calculating approximately the population standard deviation as about halfway between the mean direction and the maximum direction, there is chance of about 99% that the sample mean lies between the resolution limits (-L, +L) whenever the sample size is >l.7arcsin2(R/F)/L 2. This approximation yields numbers close enough to the experimentally derived numbers (based on the frequency distribution of the mean vectors of 1000 independent dot fields, which were generated for each set of parameters, data are not shown). For the present stimulus parameters (R = 90, F = 133.33) and a resolution of 4 deg, n must be about 192. If 99% of the generated dot patterns are expected to have a mean direction within a resolution of 2 deg, n is expected to be about 766 (halving the error limit implies quadrupling the sample size).
If the true motion patterns needs to be represented using random-dot patterns, increasing the number of dots is but one solution. The use of pseudo-randomly placed dots, i.e. locally perturbing a set of dots with, initially, regular spacing, may circumvent the problem of motion direction errors resulting from asymmetric spatial distributions. Other ways to produce regular (non-aggregated) patterns, thinning a Poisson point realisation by removing all pairs of events less than a given distance apart, for example, can be found in the literature (Serra, 1982; Diggle, 1983) .
The present results indicate that when random-dot patterns are used to mimic complex flow fields the spatial pattern must be chosen carefully so as to represent the true physical transformations whenever such accuracy is required (i.e. depending on the actual psychophysical task). To represent the physical transformation for moving random dot patterns, one must (i) use high-density dot patterns (the required number of dots is a function of the stimulus parameters and the desired resolution); or (ii) construct pseudo-random-dot patterns which control for severe spatial asymmetries.
Human observers readily respond to asymmetries resulting from a sparse sampling of the theoretically symmetrical direction distribution: this is to be expected if the global percept is the result of pooling individual motion directions. To compute the direction of the mean vector in our displays, all motion vectors were taken into account. However, the visual system may not pool all motion directions. Within restricted neighbourhoods and whenever their differences do not exceed a resolution threshold, motion directions will be aggregated so as to represent single "local" directions, each of which contributes to the computation of a global motion direction.
In a recent paper, describing a model for recovering the direction of heading, Hildreth raised the question whether for human perception "an asymmetric spatial distribution of points yields characteristic errors in heading judgements, as suggested by the simulations" [Hildreth, 1992 ; see also Koenderink & van Doorn's (1987) description of the relationship between the estimation of motion parameters and optic flow when specified through a limited number of vectors]. The present results show that spatial asymmetries in random-dot patterns yield a characteristic error in the perceived direction of object motion. Given the similarity between the flow fields resulting from object motion and observer motion, this result indicates that, analogously, asymmetric distributions would affect heading judgements. However, the majority of heading judgement experiments use fields of view and stimulus durations considerably larger and longer than the ones used in the present experiment. Indeed, observer motion usually yields global transformations or larger flow fields compared to the local transformations resulting from object motion. Concerning temporal integration, Crowell, Royden, Banks, Swenson and Sekuler (1990) showed that for accurate judgements of heading (i.e. 1 deg) when presenting three-dimensional translational displays, the stimulus duration must exceed 300 msec. Our stimuli may be too short and too small for the heading system to derive an accurate translational estimate. Although there is a clear similarity between the flow fields resulting from observer motion and object motion, experiments on the significance of spatial asymmetry on heading judgements must take into account the effects of the temporal and spatial extent of the flow fields. As a prerequisite carefully designed experimental flow fields are needed, for variations of the spatial or temporal extent may cause the mean direction to fluctuate.
